
FENCING MESH MACHINERY



BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS THROUGH TECHNLOGY



Clifford Machines & Technology (PTY) LTD has been providing the fencing industry with
reliable, robust, productive and easy to operate machinery since 1969. No matter what
the industrialist requires, from entry level precut machines for making simple fencing

products, to highly automated off coil lines for making flat and coiled fencing products,
Clifford has a turnkey solution to fit both budget and needs.

Clifford machines are modular in design with many available options giving the ability
to manufacture a wide variety of products by simply changing machine configurations.



BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS THROUGH TECHNLOGY

ENGINEERING

INNOVATION

FLEXIBILITY

SUPPORT

Advanced welding systems
Low power consumption

Quick set up times
Multiple configurations

Online system monitoring

Modular design
Upgradeable

Robust construction
Continuous production

Low maintenance

Component tracability
Remote diagnostics

Worldwide technical service
Full documentation & manuals



fencing machines can
accommodate both off coil and precut
material with diameters ranging from 1.4mm
to 8.0mm and is able to handle black,
galvanised and stainless steel materials.

Dependant on the type of material and how it
is presented there are numerous machine
feeding options available.

Consistent production from off coil line wires
is achieved through the use of a loop
accumulator or balancing unit.

Production of flat fencing panels is a key quality factor and this is
achieved through the use of Clifford's proprietary cross wire tensioning
unit as well as adequate straightening of off coil wires.

Clifford's
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fencing machines are
capable of producing a wide range of fencing
products, from light gauge fencing mesh coils,
to the larger diameter heavy fencing mesh
panels.

An inline line wire shear is available with
either a single or double blade. The single
blade allows for an overhang whereas the
double blade, together with the automatic
positioning system allows a perfect flush cut.

To ensure flush line wire ends when welding
precut wires, Clifford uses innovative wire
alignment technology before commencing with
the welding of the cross wires.

In order to allow consistent and continued
output of fencing product, Clifford has a fully
automated turning and stacking system, that
will turn and stack the product without holding
up the production line.

Coiling of fencing can be accomplished with
Clifford's fence coiling systems.

Clifford is also able to offer under cross wire
options allowing for the production of fencing
with cross wires on either side of the line wire.

Clifford's



Mesh panels can be flushed trimmed
or even slit, using Clifford's trimming &
slitting station. The trimming system can
be utilised on both precut and off coil
line wire configurations. The system is
seamlessly integrated to ensure
productivity is not adversely effected.

Please note that all product specifications, technical data and pictures within this brochure may change due to continued improvement to our

machines.

If your product requirement is outside the stated figures within this brochure, please contact us to find out how your product can be

accommodated.

Product
Width

Wire Ø 1.4mm

FENCING PRODUCT GUIDE

Coiled
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Panels
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